
Theme: Poetry Rocks       Week ___ Day ____ 

Lesson Title: Introduction to Poetry 

Date: 

Grade Level: K-6 

Time: 75 minutes 

Learning Objectives: 

 Recognize various poetry terms such as; rhyme, rhythm, repetition, alliteration, 

verse, stanza, line break, meter … 

 Learn to write their thoughts out on paper by writing a poem about something 

important to them 

 Introduced to different styles of poetry: acrostic, haiku, lune, cinquain, diamante, 

concrete (shape), simile, 5 senses, by the numbers, free verse and bio poem 

Materials: 

 Whiteboard or chalkboard 

 Blank Bio Poem Worksheet (x35) 

 Classroom Poetry Charade instructions (1) with 27 index cards with phrases from 

poem, “I Don’t Know What to Do Today” 

 “Let’s Rhyme “ Worksheet (x35)  

 “What is Poetry?” information sheets including various the poetry types: acrostic, 

haiku, lune, cinquain, diamante, concrete (shape), simile, 5 senses, by the 

numbers, free verse and bio poem (1) 

 Ways Readers Can React to a Poem (1) 

 Noticing Author’s Craft: Figurative Language (1) 

 Noticing Author’s Craft: Organization (1) 

 Noticing Author’s Craft: Word Choice (1) 

 Poetry Tools poster (1) 

 Characteristics of a Poem poster (1) 

Procedure: 

1. Introduce unit Poetry Rocks  

2. Begin a discussion about poetry by drawing a “poetry web” on the board. Have 

the students share what they know already or think about Poetry. 

3. Using the board or chart paper, follow the attached page; What is Poetry? and 

list what poetry is allowing students to fill in the blanks . 



4. Go over the various styles of poetry, you can have students read the example 

poems at the bottom of each page. 

5. Break into 3 groups, if possible, and rotate through the 3 activities 10-15 minutes 

each:  

Group A: Using the Blank Bio Poem worksheet, have the students write their own 

poem by completing the worksheet 

Group B: Play Classroom Poetry Charades 

Group C: “Let’s Rhyme” worksheet 

 

Review Questions: 

1. Name some things you learned about poetry today? 

2. Name a type of poem that we talked about today? 

3. Name some rhyming words? 

4. What was one of the poetry tools that we discussed and what does it mean? 

 

Craft:  

Activity: Write a BIO poem using the blank worksheet, Complete the “Let’s Rhyme” 

worksheet 

Game: Classroom Poetry Charades 

Song: Reading Rocks Theme Song- students can sing or you can do a freeze dance 

to the song. Stop and start the music, students dance or make movements, when music 

is playing, when music stops the students freeze in place until the music begins again. If 

someone moves when they are supposed to be frozen, have them sit on carpet. Keep 

playing until you have a winner(s). 

 

 

 


